ACT ENGLISH PRACTICE PAPER

Thomas placed his quill on the parchment, looking toward the mantel upon
which, earlier that morning, he saw the painting of the old monastic saint,
Benedict of Nursia. To his surprise, the mantel was empty, not having any
items on it’s narrow flat surface. As the image had been a gift from his old
schoolmaster; he was concerned at the absence of the item.
He asked himself “Where could it have went?” Then, he gathered together his
work and decided to ask one of his officemates about the cherished image.
Leaving the room, he entered the foyer and turning to the secretary asked
about the whereabouts of the others’.
The secretary looked at Thomas’ imposing figure and answered, “A group of
the professors departed earlier for a University meeting. However, I cant recall
exactly when they departed.” Although Thomas was not known for being
passionate, the young secretary could see that he was agitated than usual.
The older man did not wish to worry his younger coworker. Smiling slightly, he
said, “Don’t worry, Reginald. I seem to have misplaced my image of Benedict,
though I know not how.” He continued by telling the younger man the
chronology of events. Suddenly, the detailed recounting jogged the latters’
memory. He forgot an obvious detail that he only now remembered.
Looking at Thomas in embarrassment, Reginald, said, “Earlier this
afternoon, I came in to your working area take the painting. Bonaventure had
come to visit and asked to borrow it. You were so engrossed by you’re work
that I did not want to disturb you. He will be stopping by to see you and I later
today, so we can ask him to return it.”
1. What is the appropriate form of the underlined expression, "He will be stopping by to see you
and I later today"?
select

He will be stopping by, to see you and I, later today
select

He will be stopping by, to see you and me, later today
select

NO CHANGE
select

He will be stopping by to see us later today

Adapted from “Authority: The Unavoidable” in What’s Wrong with the World by
G.K. Chesterton (1912)
The important point here is only that you cannot get rid of authority in
education. It is not so much that parental authority ought to be preserved. The
more, important truth, is that such authority cannot be destroyed. Mr. Bernard
Shaw once said that he had hated the idea of forming a child's mind. In that
case, Mr. Bernard Shaw had better hang himself, for he hates something
inseparable from human life. I only mentioned [earlier in the book] the drawing
out of the child’s abilities in order to point out that even this mental trick does
not avoid the idea of parental or scholastic authority. The educator's drawing
out is just as arbitrary and coercive as the instructor’s action, for he draws out
what he chooses. He decides what in the child shall be developed and what
shall not be developed.
The only result of all this pompous distinction between the “educator” and the
“instructor” is who the instructor pokes where he likes and the educator pulls
where he likes. Exactly the same intellectual violence is done to the creature
whom is poked and pulled. We must all except the responsibility of this
intellectual violence, whether from poking or from pulling.
Education is violent; because it is creative. It is such because it is human. It
is as reckless as playing on the fiddle, as dogmatic as drawing a picture, as
brutal as building a house. In short, it is what all human action is, it is an
interference with life and growth. After that it is a trifling and even a jocular
question whether we say of this tremendous tormentor, the artist Man, that he
puts things into us like a pharmacist or draws things out of us.
2. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

NO CHANGE
select

that
select

who's
select

whose

Adapted from “Authority: The Unavoidable” in What’s Wrong with the World by
G.K. Chesterton (1912)
The important point here is only that you cannot get rid of authority in
education. It is not so much that parental authority ought to be preserved. The
more, important truth, is that such authority cannot be destroyed. Mr. Bernard
Shaw once said that he had hated the idea of forming a child's mind. In that
case, Mr. Bernard Shaw had better hang himself, for he hates something
inseparable from human life. I only mentioned [earlier in the book] the drawing
out of the child’s abilities in order to point out that even this mental trick does
not avoid the idea of parental or scholastic authority. The educator's drawing
out is just as arbitrary and coercive as the instructor’s action, for he draws out
what he chooses. He decides what in the child shall be developed and what
shall not be developed.
The only result of all this pompous distinction between the “educator” and the
“instructor” is who the instructor pokes where he likes and the educator pulls
where he likes. Exactly the same intellectual violence is done to the creature
whom is poked and pulled. We must all except the responsibility of this
intellectual violence, whether from poking or from pulling.
Education is violent; because it is creative. It is such because it is human. It
is as reckless as playing on the fiddle, as dogmatic as drawing a picture, as
brutal as building a house. In short, it is what all human action is, it is an
interference with life and growth. After that it is a trifling and even a jocular
question whether we say of this tremendous tormentor, the artist Man, that he
puts things into us like a pharmacist or draws things out of us.
3. Which of the following is the best form of the relative pronoun following “creature” in the
bolded expression, “creature whom is poked and pulled” in the second paragraph?
select

whose
select

NO CHANGE
select

who's
select

who
Adapted from The Origin of Species by Charles Darwin (ed. 1896)

Look at a plant in the midst of it’s range. Why does it not double or quadruple
its numbers? We know that it can perfectly well withstand a little more heat or
cold, dampness or dryness, for elsewhere it ranges into slightly hotter or
colder, damper or drier districts. In this case, we can clearly see that if we
wish in imagination to give the plant the power of increasing in number, we
should have to give it some advantage over its competitors, or over the
animals of the wild that prey on it. On the confines of its geographical range, a
change of constitution with respect to climate would clearly be an advantage
to our plant; but we have reason to believe that only a few plants or
animals range so far, that they are destroyed exclusively by the rigor of the
climate. Not until we reach the extreme confines of life, in the Arctic regions or
on the borders of an utter desert, will competition cease. The land may be
extremely cold or dry, yet their will be competition between some few species,
or between the individuals of the same species, for the warmest or dampest
spots.
Hence we can see that when a plant or animal is placed in a new country
amongst new competitors, the conditions of its life will generally be changed in
an essential manner, although the climate may be exactly the same as in its
former home. If it’s average numbers are to increase in its new home, we
should have to modify it in a different way to what we should have had to do in
its native country; for we should have to give it some advantage over a
different set of competitors or enemies.
It is good thus to try in imagination to give to any one species an advantage
over another. Probably in no single instance should we know what to do. This
ought to convince us of our ignorance on the mutual relations of all organic
beings; a conviction as necessary, as it is difficult to acquire. All that we can
do is to keep steadily in mind that each organic being is striving to increase in
a geometrical ratio; that each at some period of its life, during some season of
the year, during each generation or at intervals, has to struggle for life and to
suffer great destruction. When we reflect on this struggle, we may console
ourselves with the full belief that the war of nature is not incessant, that no
fear is felt, that death is generally prompt, and that the vigorous, the
healthy, and the happy survive and multiply.
4. What is the best form of the underlined section?
select

has been placing
select

might be placing
select

was placing
select

NO CHANGE
Alfred Tarski, born on January 14, 1901, became known during his lifetime as
a brilliant mathematician and teacher. He is best known for proving several
advanced geometric theorems. By the time Tarski moved to the United States,
much of Europe has already fallen into the grips of World War II. Hundreds of
mathematical problems were solved by Tarski.
Tarski enrolled in Warsaw University in 1920. Originally wishing to study
biology, mathematics was the subject in which Tarski ultimately excelled. He
graduated with honors, and began his career as a math teacher. A true
mathematical virtuoso, Tarski was concerned with neither the application of
his research nor publishing his findings.
Discoveries made by Tarski influenced the work of one of the world’s greatest
physicists, Albert Einstein. Einstein and Tarski had many similar interests in
common. Unlike Albert Einstein, however, Tarski was especially fond for pure
mathematics. Although Tarski and Einstein were contemporaries, Einstein
was the most prolific writer of the two.
In 1929, Tarski married his co-worker, Maria Witkowska. An affinity for
mathematics ran in the family. Tarski even admitted that his wife knew more
about algebra, geometry and trigonometry than did he. Tarski's two children,
Jan, and Ina, grew up to be prominent mathematicians themselves; however,
neither Jan nor Ina have received a great deal of international attention.
5. Choose the answer that best corrects the underlined portion of the passage. If the underlined
portion is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

Tarski solved hundreds of mathematical problems
select

Hundreds of problems, all of them mathematical, were solved by Tarski
select

NO CHANGE
select

Mathematical problems—hundreds of them—were solved by Tarski
6. Construction on the tunnel began in 1988, and the tunnel had opened for passengers in 1994.
However, the history of the Chunnel goes back all the way to 1802 when the idea of
connecting the two countries across the narrow English Channel was first suggested by a man
named Albert Mathieu.
select

NO CHANGE
select

opened
select

will have opened
select

open
Thomas placed his quill on the parchment, looking toward the mantel upon
which, earlier that morning, he saw the painting of the old monastic saint,
Benedict of Nursia. To his surprise, the mantel was empty, not having any
items on it’s narrow flat surface. As the image had been a gift from his old
schoolmaster; he was concerned at the absence of the item.
He asked himself “Where could it have went?” Then, he gathered together his
work and decided to ask one of his officemates about the cherished image.
Leaving the room, he entered the foyer and turning to the
secretary asked about the whereabouts of the others’.
The secretary looked at Thomas’ imposing figure and answered, “A group of
the professors departed earlier for a University meeting; however, I cant recall
exactly when they departed.” Although Thomas was not known for being
passionate, the young secretary could see that he was agitated than usual.
The older man did not wish to worry his younger coworker. Smiling slightly, he
said, “Don’t worry, Reginald. I seem to have misplaced my image of Benedict,
though I know not how.” He continued by telling the younger man the
chronology of events. Suddenly, the detailed recounting jogged the latters’
memory. He forgot an obvious detail that he only now remembered.
Looking at Thomas in embarrassment, Reginald, said, “Earlier this
afternoon, I came in to your working area take the painting. Bonaventure had
come to visit and asked to borrow it. You were so engrossed by you’re work

that I did not want to disturb you. He will be stopping by to see you and I later
today, so we can ask him to return it.”
7. What is the best form of the bolded selection, "he saw the painting of the old monastic saint"?
select

he had saw the painting of the old monastic saint
select

NO CHANGE
select

he had been seen the painting of the old monastic saint
select

he had seen the painting of the old monastic saint
Adapted from "The Ephemera: An Emblem of Human Life" by Benjamin
Franklin (1778)
You may remember, my dear friend, that when we lately spent that happy day
in the delightful garden and sweet society of the Moulin Joly, I stopped a little
in one of our walks, and stay some time behind the company. We had been
shown numberless skeletons of a kind of little fly, called an ephemera, whose
successive generations, we were told, were bred and expired within the day. I
happened to see a living company of them on a leaf, who appeared to be
engaged in conversation. You know I understand all the inferior animal
tongues. My too great application to the study of them is the best excuse I can
give for the little progress I have made in your charming language. I listened
through curiosity to the discourse of these little creatures; but as they, in their
national vivacity, spoke three or four together, I could make but little of their
conversation. I found however by some broken expressions that I heard now
and then, they were disputing warmly on the merit of two foreign musicians,
one a "cousin," the other a "moscheto": in which dispute they spent their time,
seemingly as regardless of the shortness of life as if they had been sure of
living a month. Happy people! thought I; you are certainly under a wise just
and mild government, since you have no public grievances to complain of, nor
any subject of contention but the perfections and imperfections of foreign
music. I turned my head from them to an old gray-headed one, who was
single on another leaf, and talking to himself. Being amused with his soliloquy,
I put it down in writing, in hopes it will likewise amuse her to who I am so
much indebted for the most pleasing of all amusements, her delicious
company and heavenly harmony.

8. Which is the best form of the underlined section "walks, and stay"?
select

NO CHANGE
select

walks; and stay
select

walks, and stayed
select

walks: and stay
Thomas placed his quill on the parchment, looking toward the mantel upon
which, earlier that morning, he saw the painting of the old monastic saint,
Benedict of Nursia. To his surprise, the mantel was empty, not having any
items on it’s narrow flat surface. As the image had been a gift from his old
schoolmaster; he was concerned at the absence of the item.
He asked himself “Where could it have went?” Then, he gathered together his
work and decided to ask one of his officemates about the cherished image.
Leaving the room, he entered the foyer and turning to the secretary asked
about the whereabouts of the others’.
The secretary looked at Thomas’ imposing figure and answered, “A group of
the professors departed earlier for a University meeting. However, I cant recall
exactly when they departed.” Although Thomas was not known for being
passionate, the young secretary could see that he was agitated than usual.
The older man did not wish to worry his younger coworker. Smiling slightly, he
said, “Don’t worry, Reginald. I seem to have misplaced my image of Benedict,
though I know not how.” He continued by telling the younger man the
chronology of events. Suddenly, the detailed recounting jogged the latters’
memory. He forgot an obvious detail that he only now remembered.
Looking at Thomas in embarrassment, Reginald, said, “Earlier this
afternoon, I came in to your working area take the painting. Bonaventure had
come to visit and asked to borrow it. You were so engrossed by you’re work
that I did not want to disturb you. He will be stopping by to see you and I later
today, so we can ask him to return it.”
9. What is the best form of the underlined selection, "He forgot an obvious detail"?

select

He had forgotten an obvious detail
select

NO CHANGE
select

He forgot an obvious detail,
select

He was forgetting an obvious detail
Adapted from The Varieties of Religious Experience by William James (1902)
In the matter of religions, it is particularly easy distinguishing the too orders of
question. Every religious phenomenon has its history and its derivation from
natural antecedents. What is nowadays called the higher criticism of the Bible
are only a study of the Bible from this existential point of view, neglected to
much by the earlier church. Under just what biographic conditions did the
sacred writers bring forth their various contributions to the holy volume? What
had they exactly in their several individual minds, when they delivered their
utterances? These are manifestly questions of historical fact, and one does
not see how the answer to it can decide offhand the still further question: of
what use should such a volume, with its manner of coming into existence so
defined, be to us as a guide to life and a revelation? To answer this other
question we must have already in our mind some sort of a general theory as
to what the peculiarities in a thing should be which give it value for purposes
of revelation; and this theory itself would be what I just called a spiritual
judgment. Combining it with our existential judgment, we might indeed deduce
another spiritual judgment as to the Bibles’ worth. Thus, if our theory of
revelation-value were to affirm that any book, to possess it, must have been
composed automatically or not by the free caprice of the writer, or that it must
exhibit no scientific and historic errors and express no local or personal
passions, the Bible would probably fare ill at our hands. But if, on the other
hand, our theory should allow that a book may well be a revelation in spite of
errors and passions and deliberate human composition, if only it be a true
record of the inner experiences of great-souled persons wrestling with the
crises of his fate, than the verdict would be much favorable. You see that the
existential facts by itself are insufficient for determining the value; and the best
adepts of the higher criticism accordingly never confound the existential with
the spiritual problem. With the same conclusions of fact before them, some

take one view, and some another, of the Bible's value as a revelation,
according as their spiritual judgment as to the foundation of values differ.
10. What is the best form of the underlined selection, "if only it be"?
select

if only it is
select

if only it is to be
select

NO CHANGE
select

if only it was
Adapted from “The Nose Tree” in German Fairy Tales and Popular Stories by
Jacob Grimm and Wilhelm Grimm (trans. Taylor, ed. 1864)
Then the king made known to all his kingdom, that whomever would heal her
of this dreadful disease should be richly rewarded. Many tried, but the
princess got no relief. Now the old soldier dressed himself up very sprucely as
a doctor, and said he could cure her. Therefore, he chopped up some of the
apple, and, to punish her a little more, gave her a dose, saying he would call
to-morrow and see her again. The morrow came, and, of course, instead of
being better, the nose had been growing on all night as before; and the poor
princess was in a dreadful fright. So the doctor then chopped up a very little of
the pear and gave it to her. He said that he was sure that it would help, and he
would call again the next day. Next day came, and the nose was to be sure a
little smaller. However, it was bigger than when the doctor first began to
meddle with it.
Then he thought to him, "I must frighten this cunning princess a little more
before I am able to get what I want from her." Therefore, he gave her another
dose of the apple and said he would call on the morrow. The morrow came,
and the nose was ten times bad as before.
"My good lady," said the doctor, "Something works against my medicine and
is to strong for it. However, I know by the force of my art that it is this, you
have stolen goods about you. I am certain of it. If you do not give them back, I
can do nothing for you."
The princess denied very stoutly that she had anything of the kind.

"Very well," said the doctor, "you may do as you please, but I am sure I am
correct. You will die if you do not own it." Then he went to the king, and told
him how the matter stood.
"Daughter," said he, "send back the cloak, the purse, and the horn, that you
stole from the right owners."
Then she ordered her maid to fetch all three and gave them to the doctor, and
begged him to give them back to the soldiers. The moment he had them safe,
he gave her a whole pear to eat, and the nose came right. And as for the
doctor, he put on the cloak, wished the king and all his court a good day and
was soon with his two brothers. They lived from that time happily at home in
their palace, except when they took an airing to see the world in their coach
with their three dapple-grey horses.
11. Which is the best form of the underlined selection, "disease should be richly rewarded"?
select

NO CHANGE
select

disease could be richly rewarded
select

disease will be richly rewarded
select

disease would be richly rewarded
Adapted from The Sorrows of Young Werther by Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe (1774; trans. Boylan 1854)
Wilhelm, what is the world to our hearts without love. What is a magic-lantern
without light? You have but too kindle the flame within, and the brightest
figures shine on the white wall; and, were love only to show us fleeting
shadows, we are yet happy, when, like mere children, we behold it, and are
transported with the splendid phantoms. I have not been able to see Charlotte
today. I was prevented by company from which I could not disengage myself.
What was to be done? I sent my servant to her house, that I might at least see
somebody today whom had been near her. Oh, the impatience with which I
waited for his return! Oh, the joy with which I welcomed him. I should certainly
have caught him in my arms and kissed him, if I had not been ashamed.

It is said that the Bonona stone, when placed in the sun, attracts its rays and
for a time appears luminous in the dark. So was it with me and this servant.
The idea that Charlotte's eyes had dwelt on his countenance, his cheek, his
very apparel, endeared it all inestimably to me so that, at that moment, I would
not have parted from him for a thousand crowns. His presence made me so
happy! Beware of laughing at me, Wilhelm. Can that be a delusion which
makes us happy?
12. Which of hte following is the best form of the underlined selection "And, were love only to
show us fleeting shadows, we"?
select

and, if love is only to show us fleeting shadows, we
select

NO CHANGE
select

and, if love was only to show us fleeting shadows, we
select

and, was love only to show us fleeting shadows, we
Adapted from Great Expectations by Charles Dickens (1861)
As she applied herself to set the tea-things, Joe peeped down at me over his
leg, as if he was mentally casting me and himself up and calculating what kind
of pair we practically should make, under the grievous circumstances
foreshadowed. After that, he sat feeling his right-side flaxen curls and whisker,
and following Mrs. Joe about with his blue eyes, as his manner always was at
squally times.
My sister had a trenchant way of cutting our bread and butter for us, that
never varied. First, with her left hand she jammed the loaf hard and fast
against her bib, where it sometimes got a pin into it and sometimes a needle,
which we afterwards got into our mouths. Then, she took some butter (not too
much) on a knife and spread it on the loaf, in an apothecary kind of way, as if
she were making a plaster. She used both sides of the knife with a slapping
dexterity and trimming and moulding the butter off round the crust. Then, she
gave the knife a final smart wipe on the edge of the plaster and then sawed a
very thick round off the loaf: which she finally, before separating from the loaf,
hewed into two halves, of which Joe got one and I the other.

On the present occasion, though I was hungry, I dared not eat my slice. I felt
that I must have something in reserve for my dreadful acquaintance, and his
ally the still more dreadful young man. I knew, “Mrs. Joe's housekeeping to be
of the strictest kind,” and that my larcenous researches might find nothing
available in the safe. Therefore, I resolved to put my hunk of bread and butter
down the leg of my trousers.
13. Which of the following is an acceptable form of the underlined, "herself to set the teathings"?
select

her to set the tea-thing
select

oneself to setting the tea-things
select

herself to sit the tea-things
select

herself to setting the tea-things
Paul stood waiting, for the meeting with James. He had arrived early at the
little alleyway in northern Bramville, waiting to meet the other man at a pub
named the “Pick and the Shovel.” The whole situation was extremely strange,
for Paul had never met James. Indeed, nobody whom Paul knew had met
him. Hitherto, the mysterious man had been nothing more than a voice on the
phone and a conversationalist via e-mail.
The making, of the trip to Bramville, was utterly unexpected, and his
companions had encouraged him to reconnoiter the situation, record his
thoughts, and communicate them within the coming week. Many peoples’
fates rode on the character of this mysterious man, this James. By stroke of
luck, Paul was about to meet him.
Although Paul was quite certain that this was the appropriate course of action,
he was still quite unnerved. Thousands of miles from his home, far from any
friends, and without a cell phone, he could well be the target of a dangerous
man. For this reason, he watched very intently as every person passed by,
particularly those men who were alone. Many times, he asked himself, “Is that
him”?
Thus, Paul watched and waited, somewhat overcome with fear yet also
anxious to meet this mysterious man. It was time for a meeting with this

man, upon whose mysterious persona were placed so many hopes. Though
Paul was nervous to be the person to meet James, he knew that he was the
man to whom this task had been appointed by fate.
14. Which of the following is the best form of the bolded selection?
select

The making of the trip to Bramville was
select

NO CHANGE
select

The making, of the trip to Bramville, were
select

To make of the trip to Bramville was
"Lincoln as a Child" by Caleb Zimmerman (2013)
Abraham Lincoln's forefathers were pioneers. People that left their homes to
open up the wilderness and make the way clear for others to follow them. For
one hundred and seventy years, ever since the first Lincoln came from
England to Massachusetts in 1638, he had been moving slowly westward as
new settlements were made in the forest. They faced solitude, privation, and
all the dangers and hardships that beset those who take up their homes
where only beasts and wild men have had homes before; but they continued
to press steadily forward, though they lost fortune and sometimes even life
itself in their westward progress.
Back in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, some of the Lincolns had been
people of wealth and influence. In Kentucky, where the future President was
born on February 12, 1809, his parents live in deep poverty. Their home was
a small log cabin of the rudest kind, and nothing seemed more unlikely than
that their child, coming into the world in such humble surroundings, was
destined to be the greatest man of his time and true to his heritage, he also
was to be a pioneer—not into new woods and unexplored fields like his
ancestors, but a pioneer of a nobler and grander sort, directing the thoughts of
people ever toward the right, and leading the American people,
through difficulties and dangers and a mighty war, to peace and freedom.
15. The author wants to insert a sentence highlighting a contrast between what are currently the
first and second sentences of paragraph two. Which of the following sentences best
accomplishes this?

select

"For the parents of young Abraham, this would not be the case."
select

"This also characterized the early life of Abraham Lincoln."
select

"This propensity toward wealth and power only grew as the Lincolns moved
west."
select

Leave the passage as it is.
Adapted from “The Fisherman and His Wife" in German Fairy Tales and
Popular Stories by Jacob Grimm and Wilhelm Grimm (trans. Taylor, ed. 1864)
The next morning, when Dame Ilsabill had awoke, it was broad daylight, and
she jogged her husband, the fisherman, with her elbow, and said, "Get up
husband and bestir yourself, for we must be king of all the land."
"Wife, wife," said the man, “why should we wish to be king? I will not be king."
"Then I will," said she.
"But, wife," said the fisherman, "how can you be king? The fish cannot make
you a king."
“Husband," said she, "say no more about it; instead, go and try! I will be king."
So the man went away quite sorrowful to think that his wife should want to be
king. This time, the sea looked a dark gray color, and was overspread with
curling waves and ridges of foam as he cried out, “O man of the sea! Hearken
to me! My wife Ilsabill will have her own will, and hath sent me to beg a boon
of thee!"
"Well, what would she have now," said the fish?
"Alas!" said the poor man, 'my wife wants to be king."
"Go home," said the fish, “for she is king already."
Then, the fisherman had went home. As he came close to the palace he saw
a troop of soldiers, and heard the sound of drums and trumpets. When he
went in, he saw his wife sitting on a high throne of gold and diamonds, with a

golden crown upon her head. On each side of she stood six fair maidens,
each a head taller than the other.
16. After which sentence would you start a new paragraph in the underlined paragraph?
select

So the man went away quite sorrowful to think that his wife should want to be
king.
select

"Husband," said she, "say no more about it; instead, go and try! I will be king."
select

It would be best not to split this paragraph into two paragraphs.
Adapted from The Sorrows of Young Werther by Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe (1774; trans. Boylan 1854)
Wilhelm, what is the world to our hearts without love. What is a magic-lantern
without light? You have but too kindle the flame within, and the brightest
figures shine on the white wall; and, were love only to show us fleeting
shadows, we are yet happy, when, like mere children, we behold it, and are
transported with the splendid phantoms. I have not been able to see Charlotte
today. I was prevented by company from which I could not disengage myself.
What was to be done? I sent my servant to her house, that I might at least see
somebody today whom had been near her. Oh, the impatience with which I
waited for his return! Oh, the joy with which I welcomed him. I should certainly
have caught him in my arms and kissed him, if I had not been ashamed.
It is said that the Bonona stone, when placed in the sun, attracts its rays and
for a time appears luminous in the dark. So was it with me and this servant.
The idea that Charlotte's eyes had dwelt on his countenance, his cheek, his
very apparel, endeared it all inestimably to me so that, at that moment, I would
not have parted from him for a thousand crowns. His presence made me so
happy! Beware of laughing at me, Wilhelm. Can that be a delusion which
makes us happy?
17. Which sentence in the passage's first paragraph should mark the start of a new paragraph
and be the first line of this new paragraph?
select

"I have not been able to see Charlotte today."
select

"Oh, the impatience with which I waited for his return!"
select

"I sent my servant to her house, that I might at least see somebody today
whom had been near her."
select

"I was prevented by company from which I could not disengage myself."
Adapted from The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde (1890)
As they entered, they saw Dorian Gray who was seated at the piano his back
to them, turning over the pages of a volume of Schumann's "Forest Scenes."
"You must lend me these, Basil," he cried. "I want to learn them. They are
perfectly charming." "That entirely depends on how you sit to-day, Dorian."
"Oh, I am tired of sitting, and I don't want a life-sized portrait of myself,"
answered the lad, swinging round on the music-stool in a willful, petulant
manner. When he caught sight of Lord Henry, a faint blush colored his cheeks
for a moment, and he started up. "I beg your pardon, Basil. I did’nt know you
had any one with you."
"This is Lord Henry Wotton, Dorian, an old Oxford friend of mine. I have just
been telling him what a capital sitter you were, and now you have spoiled
everything."
"You have not spoiled my pleasure in meeting you, Mr. Gray," said Lord
Henry, stepping forward and extended his hand. "My aunt has often spoken to
me about you. You are one of her favorites, and, I am afraid, one of her
victims also."
"I am in Lady Agatha's black books at present," answered Dorian with a funny
look of penitence. "I promised to go to a club in Whitechapel with her last
Tuesday, and I really forgot all about it. We were to have played a duet
together: three duets, I believe. I don't know what she will say to me. I am far
too frightened to call."
18. After which sentence must there be a paragraph break in the first paragraph?
select

After both "'I want to learn them. They are perfectly charming.'" and "'You
must lend me these, Basil,' he cried."
select

"You must lend me these, Basil," he cried.
select

No paragraph break is necessary.
select

"I want to learn them. They are perfectly charming."
"Lincoln as a Child" by Caleb Zimmerman (2013)
Abraham Lincoln's forefathers were pioneers. People that left their homes to
open up the wilderness and make the way clear for others to follow them. For
one hundred and seventy years, ever since the first Lincoln came from
England to Massachusetts in 1638, he had been moving slowly westward as
new settlements were made in the forest. They faced solitude, privation, and
all the dangers and hardships that beset those who take up their homes
where only beasts and wild men have had homes before; but they continued
to press steadily forward, though they lost fortune and sometimes even life
itself in their westward progress.
Back in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, some of the Lincolns had been
people of wealth and influence. In Kentucky, where the future President was
born on February 12, 1809, his parents live in deep poverty. Their home was
a small log cabin of the rudest kind, and nothing seemed more unlikely than
that their child, coming into the world in such humble surroundings, was
destined to be the greatest man of his time and true to his heritage, he also
was to be a pioneer—not into new woods and unexplored fields like his
ancestors, but a pioneer of a nobler and grander sort, directing the thoughts of
people ever toward the right, and leading the American people,
through difficulties and dangers and a mighty war, to peace and freedom.
19. The author is considering adding the following sentence to the essay: “But a wealthy family
is not a prerequisite for success.” Which of the following is the most appropriate place to
insert this sentence?
select

After the third sentence in paragraph 2, before “True to his heritage,”
select

Before sentence 1
select

At the end of paragraph 1
select

At the end of sentence 2, after “in the forest.”
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart has become wide recognized as one of the most
brilliant and influential musicians of all time. At only thirteen years old, he
skillfully played several instruments and wrote in a variety of musical genres.
Over the past century, his orchestral music, along with his many operas, have
delighted audiences around the world. Mozart wrote his music for wealthy
patrons and aristocrats, yet even the commoners of the time enjoyed his
music. The music of Mozart is richer and more textured than his
contemporary, Joseph Haydn.
The Austro-Turkish War, which began in 1787, prompted the redirection of
much of Austria’s resources from arts and music to the military. As a result,
Mozart faced financial difficulties. In 1788, he discontinued his public concerts
and his income declined. In 1790, hoping to improve his financial situation and
circumstances, Mozart toured Berlin and several other cities in Germany. The
tours were unsuccessful, however, and did not improve his financial problems.
Scholars have proposed several hypotheses regarding the cause of Mozart’s
death, such as influenza, smallpox and meningitis. Their is little physical
evidence, however, to support these claims. Mozart's funeral belied the
elaborate ornamentation of his music: the ceremony was basic and reserved.
In the period following his death, Mozart’s popularity increased significantly.
Concert halls throughout Europe featured his music, and composers sought to
imitate his style. Modern audiences praise Mozart’s music for its liveliness,
expressiveness, and the fact that it is sophisticated.
20. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

NO CHANGE
select

because
select

so
select

and
Adapted from The Autobiography of John Adams (ed. 1856)

Here I will interrupt the narration for a moment to observe that, from all I have
read of the history of Greece and Rome, England and France, and all I have
observed at home and abroad, articulate eloquence in public assemblies is
not the surest road to fame or preferment, at least, unless it be used with
caution, very rarely, and with great reserve. The examples of Washington,
Franklin, and Jefferson is enough to show that silence and reserve in public is
more efficacious than argumentation or oratory. A public speaker who inserts
himself, or is urged by others, into the conduct of affairs, by daily exertions to
justify his measures, and answer the objections of opponents, makes himself
too familiar with the public and unavoidably makes himself enemies. Few
persons can bear to be outdone in reasoning or declamation or wit or sarcasm
or repartee or satire, and all these things that are very apt to grow out of
public debate. In this way, in a course of years, a nation becomes full of a
man’s enemies, or at least, of such as have been galled in some controversy
and take a secret pleasure in assisting to humble and mortify him. So much
for this digression. We will now return to our memoirs.
21. Which of the following sentences provides an instance that is meant to illustrate what the
author is advising in this passage?
select

Here I will interrupt the narration for a moment to observe that, from all I have
read of the history of Greece and Rome, England and France, and all I have
observed at home and abroad, articulate eloquence in public assemblies is
not the surest road to fame or preferment, at least, unless it be used with
caution, very rarely, and with great reserve.
select

Few persons can bear to be outdone in reasoning or declamation or wit or
sarcasm or repartee or satire, and all these things that are very apt to grow
out of public debate.
select

The examples of Washington, Franklin, and Jefferson are enough to
show that silence and reserve in public are more efficacious than
argumentation or oratory.
select

In this way, in a course of years, a nation becomes full of a man’s enemies, or
at least, of such as have been galled in some controversy and take a secret
pleasure in assisting to humble and mortify him.

Speech production is a complicated and complex process, that requires the
coordination of three different systems: respiration, phonation, and
articulation. A deficit in any of these systems will negatively impact the quality
of one’s speech.
We all know that respiration, or breathing, is necessary for life, but have you
ever thought about it’s usefulness for speech? Try to talk while holding you’re
breath and you will see what I mean. Exhalation provides a stream of air that
the next two systems shape into what many people like to call speech.
Phonation happens in your larynx, or voice box. A pair of muscles form a
shelf-like structure on either side of your larynx, and this pair of muscles is
known as your vocal folds. As you exhale during speech, your vocal fold
muscles contract and move towards each other. They vibrate as air passes
between them, creating a buzzing sound, and this is a process that is known
as phonation. The word “phonation” comes from the ancient Greek word for
sound.
Finally, the last stage is articulation. At this final stage, you move your tongue,
lips, and jaw to affect the way vibrating air leaves your mouth. For example,
when you say the “b” sound, you need to squeeze your lips together to stop
the airflow before opening your lips again. For the “v” sound, you touch your
top teeth against your lower lip and force air through between your teeth and
lip.
22. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

complex
select

NO CHANGE
select

complicated, and complex,
select

complicated but very complex
Speech production is a complicated and complex process, that requires the
coordination of three different systems: respiration, phonation, and
articulation. A deficit in any of these systems will negatively impact the quality
of one’s speech.

We all know that respiration, or breathing, is necessary for life, but have you
ever thought about it’s usefulness for speech? Try to talk while holding you’re
breath and you will see what I mean. Exhalation provides a stream of air that
the next two systems shape into what many people like to call speech.
Phonation happens in your larynx, or voice box. A pair of muscles form a
shelf-like structure on either side of your larynx, and this pair of muscles is
known as your vocal folds. As you exhale during speech, your vocal fold
muscles contract and move towards each other. They vibrate as air passes
between them, creating a buzzing sound, and this is a process that is known
as phonation. The word “phonation” comes from the ancient Greek word for
sound.
Finally, the last stage is articulation. At this final stage, you move your tongue,
lips, and jaw to affect the way vibrating air leaves your mouth. For example,
when you say the “b” sound, you need to squeeze your lips together to stop
the airflow before opening your lips again. For the “v” sound, you touch your
top teeth against your lower lip and force air through between your teeth and
lip.
23. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

At the final stage, articulation,
select

Finally, the last stage is articulation, and at this stage,
select

Finally, the next stage is articulation. At this final stage,
select

NO CHANGE
Adapted from The Sorrows of Young Werther by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1774; trans. Boylan
1854)
That the life of man is but a dream, many a man has surmised heretofore. I, too, am everywhere pursued
by this feeling. When I consider the narrow limits within which our active and inquiring faculties are
confined, I am silent. Likewise, when I see how all our energies are wasted in providing for mere
necessities, which again has no further end than to prolong a wretched existence, I find myself to be
silenced. Indeed, discovering that all our satisfaction concerning certain subjects of investigation ends in
nothing better than a passive resignation, while we amuse ourselves painting our prison-walls with bright
figures and brilliant landscapes—when I consider all this Wilhelm—I am silent. I examine my own being,

and find there a world, but a world rather of imagination and dim desires, than of distinctness and living
power. Then, everything swims before my senses, and I smile and dream while pursuing my way through
the world.
All learned professors and doctors are agreed that children do not comprehend the cause of their desires;
however, nobody is willing to acknowledge that the grown-ups should wander about this earth like
children, without knowing whence they come or whither they go, influenced as little by fixed motives but,
instead, guided like them by biscuits, sugar-plums, and the rod.
I know what you will say in reply. Indeed, I am ready to admit that they are happiest, who, like children,
amuse themselves with their playthings, dress and undress their dolls. They are happiest, who attentively
watch the cupboard, where mamma has locked up her sweet things, and, when at last they get a delicious
morsel, eat it greedily, and exclaim, "More!" These are certainly happy beings; but others also are objects
of envy, who dignify their paltry employments (and sometimes even their passions) with pompous titles,
representing them to mankind as gigantic achievements performed for their welfare and glory. However,
the man who humbly acknowledges the vanity of all this, who observes with what pleasure the thriving
citizen converts his little garden into a paradise, and how patiently even the poor man pursues his weary
way under his burden, and how all wish equally to behold the light of the sun a little longer—yes, such a
man is at peace, and creates his own world within himself. Indeed, he is also happy precisely because he
is a man. And then, however limited his sphere, he still preserves in his bosom the sweet feeling of liberty
and knows that he can quit his prison whenever he likes.

24. To what does the bolded word “them” refer at the end of the second paragraph?
select

grown-ups
select

motives
select

children
select

biscuits, sugar-plums, and the rod
« Previous

Adapted from “Emerson’s Prose Works” in The Works of Orestes A.
Brownson: Philosophy of Religion by Orestes Brownson (ed. 1883)
Mr. Emersons literary reputation is established and placed beyond the reach
of criticism. No living writer surpasses him in his mastery of pure and classic
English; nor do any equal him—neither in the exquisite delicacy and finish of
his chiseled sentences, or in the metallic ring of his style. It is only as a thinker
and teacher that we can venture any inquiry into his merits; and as such we
cannot suffer ourselves to be imposed upon by his oracular manner, nor by
the apparent originality either of his views or his expressions.

Mr. Emerson has had a swarm both of admirers but also of detractors.
With many, he is a philosopher and sage, almost a god; while with others, he
is regarded as an unintelligible mystic, babbling nonsense fitted to captivate
beardless young men and silly maidens with pretty curls, all of who constituted
years ago the great body of his hearers and worshipers. We rank us in neither
class, though we regard he as no ordinary man. Indeed, we believe he to be
one of the deepest thinkers as well as one of the first poets of our country.
Indeed, by long acquaintance have him and us been in mutual contact—if only
from a distance at times. We know him to be a polished gentleman, a genial
companion, and a warmhearted friend, whose' kindness does not pass over
individuals and waste itself in a vague philanthropy. So much, at least, we can
say of the man, and this do we base not only upon former
personal acquaintance and upon our former study of his writings.
25. What is an acceptable replacement for the bolded word "many"?
select

many mistakes
select

many fools
select

many people
select

many reasons
Adapted from Sozein ta Phainomena: An Essay Concerning Physical Theory
from Plato to Galileo by Pierre Duhem (translated by Matthew Minerd)
What are physical theories’ value? What relation does it have with
metaphysical explication? These are questions that are greatly stirred and
raised in our days. However, as with other questions, they are in no manner
completely new. It is a question that has been posed in all ages. As long as
there has been a science of nature, they have been posed. Granted, the form
that they assume changes somewhat from one age to another, for they
borrow their various appearance from the scientific vocabularies of their times.
Nevertheless, one need only dismiss this outer vestment in order to recognize
that they remain essentially identical to each other.
The science of nature offers us up until the 17th century at least, very few
parties that managed to create theories expressed in a mathematical

language. . . . If we leave aside several exceptions, an historical investigation
places before our eyes strong evidence of a type science that would indeed
be a prediction of modern mathematical physics. This science is astronomy.
That is, where we would say, “Physical theory,” the Greek, Muslim, Medieval,
and early Renaissance sages would say, “Astronomy.” However, for these
earlier thinkers, the other parts of the study of nature did not attain a similar
degree of perfection. That is, they did not express the laws of experience in a
mathematical manner similar to that found in astronomy. In addition, during
this time, the study of the material realities generally were not separated from
what we would call today, “metaphysics.”
Thus, you can see why the question that concerns us takes two related,
though different forms. Today, we ask, “What are the relations between
metaphysics and physical theory?” However, in past days; indeed, for nearly
two thousand years; it was formulated instead as, “What are the relations
between physics and astronomy?”
26. What is the best form of the underlined selection?
select

What is the value of physical theories?
select

What are physical theories' value?
select

What is the value of physical theory?
select

What are the values of physical theories?
Speech production is a complicated and complex process, that requires the
coordination of three different systems: respiration, phonation, and
articulation. A deficit in any of these systems will negatively impact the quality
of one’s speech.
We all know that respiration, or breathing, is necessary for life, but have you
ever thought about it’s usefulness for speech? Try to talk while holding you’re
breath and you will see what I mean. Exhalation provides a stream of air that
the next two systems shape into what many people like to call speech.
Phonation happens in your larynx, or voice box. A pair of muscles form a
shelf-like structure on either side of your larynx, and this pair of muscles is

known as your vocal folds. As you exhale during speech, your vocal fold
muscles contract and move towards each other. They vibrate as air passes
between them, creating a buzzing sound, and this is a process that is known
as phonation. The word “phonation” comes from the ancient Greek word for
sound.
Finally, the last stage is articulation. At this final stage, you move your tongue,
lips, and jaw to affect the way vibrating air leaves your mouth. For example,
when you say the “b” sound, you need to squeeze your lips together to stop
the airflow before opening your lips again. For the “v” sound, you touch your
top teeth against your lower lip and force air through between your teeth and
lip.
27. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

impact on the quality of one’s speech in a negative way
select

cause a negative impact on the quality of one’s speech
select

negatively impact the speaking quality of a person
select

NO CHANGE
Speech production is a complicated and complex process, that requires the
coordination of three different systems: respiration, phonation, and
articulation. A deficit in any of these systems will negatively impact the quality
of one’s speech.
We all know that respiration, or breathing, is necessary for life, but have you
ever thought about it’s usefulness for speech? Try to talk while holding you’re
breath and you will see what I mean. Exhalation provides a stream of air that
the next two systems shape into what many people like to call speech.
Phonation happens in your larynx, or voice box. A pair of muscles form a
shelf-like structure on either side of your larynx, and this pair of muscles is
known as your vocal folds. As you exhale during speech, your vocal fold
muscles contract and move towards each other. They vibrate as air passes
between them, creating a buzzing sound, and this is a process that is known

as phonation. The word “phonation” comes from the ancient Greek word for
sound.
Finally, the last stage is articulation. At this final stage, you move your tongue,
lips, and jaw to affect the way vibrating air leaves your mouth. For example,
when you say the “b” sound, you need to squeeze your lips together to stop
the airflow before opening your lips again. For the “v” sound, you touch your
top teeth against your lower lip and force air through between your teeth and
lip.
28. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

sound. This is a process that is known as phonation
select

NO CHANGE
select

sound called phonation
select

sound; and this is a process that is known as phonation
Adapted from “Emerson’s Prose Works” in The Works of Orestes A.
Brownson: Philosophy of Religion by Orestes Brownson (ed. 1883)
Mr. Emersons literary reputation is established and placed beyond the reach
of criticism. No living writer surpasses him in his mastery of pure and classic
English; nor do any equal him—neither in the exquisite delicacy and finish of
his chiseled sentences, or in the metallic ring of his style. It is only as a thinker
and teacher that we can venture any inquiry into his merits; and as such we
cannot suffer ourselves to be imposed upon by his oracular manner, nor by
the apparent originality either of his views or his expressions.
Mr. Emerson has had a swarm both of admirers but also of detractors.
With many, he is a philosopher and sage, almost a god; while with others, he
is regarded as an unintelligible mystic, babbling nonsense fitted to captivate
beardless young men and silly maidens with pretty curls, all of who constituted
years ago the great body of his hearers and worshipers. We rank us in neither
class, though we regard he as no ordinary man. Indeed, we believe he to be
one of the deepest thinkers as well as one of the first poets of our country.
Indeed, by long acquaintance have him and us been in mutual contact—if only

from a distance at times. We know him to be a polished gentleman, a genial
companion, and a warmhearted friend, whose' kindness does not pass over
individuals and waste itself in a vague philanthropy. So much, at least, we can
say of the man, and this do we base not only upon former
personal acquaintance and upon our former study of his writings.
29. What is the best form of the bolded selection "Neither in the exquisite delicacy and finish of
his chiseled sentences, or in the metallic ring of his style"?
select

neither in the exquisite delicacy and finish of his chiseled sentences, and in
the metallic ring of his style
select

NO CHANGE
select

neither in the exquisite delicacy and finish of his chiseled sentences or in the
metallic ring of his style
select

neither in the exquisite delicacy and finish of his chiseled sentences, nor in the
metallic ring of his style
Adapted from “The Nose Tree” in German Fairy Tales and Popular Stories by
Jacob Grimm and Wilhelm Grimm (trans. Taylor, ed. 1864)
Then the king made known to all his kingdom, that whomever would heal her
of this dreadful disease should be richly rewarded. Many tried, but the
princess got no relief. Now the old soldier dressed himself up very sprucely as
a doctor, and said he could cure her. Therefore, he chopped up some of the
apple, and, to punish her a little more, gave her a dose, saying he would call
to-morrow and see her again. The morrow came, and, of course, instead of
being better, the nose had been growing on all night as before; and the poor
princess was in a dreadful fright. So the doctor then chopped up a very little of
the pear and gave it to her. He said that he was sure that it would help, and he
would call again the next day. Next day came, and the nose was to be sure a
little smaller. However, it was bigger than when the doctor first began to
meddle with it.
Then he thought to him, "I must frighten this cunning princess a little more
before I am able to get what I want from her." Therefore, he gave her another
dose of the apple and said he would call on the morrow. The morrow came,
and the nose was ten times bad as before.

"My good lady," said the doctor, "Something works against my medicine and
is to strong for it. However, I know by the force of my art that it is this, you
have stolen goods about you. I am certain of it. If you do not give them back, I
can do nothing for you."
The princess denied very stoutly that she had anything of the kind.
"Very well," said the doctor, "you may do as you please, but I am sure I am
correct. You will die if you do not own it." Then he went to the king, and told
him how the matter stood.
"Daughter," said he, "send back the cloak, the purse, and the horn, that you
stole from the right owners."
Then she ordered her maid to fetch all three and gave them to the doctor, and
begged him to give them back to the soldiers. The moment he had them safe,
he gave her a whole pear to eat, and the nose came right. And as for the
doctor, he put on the cloak, wished the king and all his court a good day and
was soon with his two brothers. They lived from that time happily at home in
their palace, except when they took an airing to see the world in their coach
with their three dapple-grey horses.
30. What is the best form of the underlined selection, "art that it is this, you have stolen goods"?
select

NO CHANGE
select

art that it is this. You have stolen goods
select

art that it is this; you have stolen goods
select

art that it is this: you have stolen goods

